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ABSTRACT: In the early twentieth century, like many of their European counter-
parts, labour unions in the Netherlands established mutual unemployment insurance
funds for their members. Various funds made agreements with labour unions in a
number of European countries to recognize each other’s insurance schemes,
enabling union members to work in the Netherlands without losing their entitle-
ment to benefits accumulated in their home countries, and vice versa. Whereas up
until the 1930s some of the alliances between Dutch and foreign funds had
flourished, in the 1930s the number of non-Dutch workers in the Netherlands
making use of such agreements decreased drastically. This article analyses those
transnational alliances and explores various causes for their demise, concluding that
in the 1930s formal regulation of foreign labour by the Dutch government sub-
stantially reduced the number of potential foreign members of insurance funds
while government interference in unemployment insurance abroad, and especially
in Germany, made the transnational agreements effectively void.

I N T R O D U C T I O N

In recent historical literature on social policy and the ‘‘welfare state’’ growing
interest can be detected in what has been called ‘‘transnationalism’’, meaning
‘‘contacts, coalitions and interactions across state boundaries that [are] not
directly controlled by the central policy organs of government’’.1 In the

* I should like to express my gratitude to Bärbel Barendregt–Kammerer, Karin Hofmeester,
and Piet de Rooy for their comments and advice on an earlier draft of this article.
1. Patricia Clavin, ‘‘Defining Transnationalism’’, Contemporary European History, 14 (2005),
pp. 421–439, 425.
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literature on ‘‘transnational history’’2 it is claimed that social policy, like the
policy made in many other fields3 by national, regional, and local govern-
ment officials in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, was not, or
at least not always, carried out in isolation, whereby solutions to social
problems had simply to be dreamed up out of thin air. Rather, possible
remedies for the ‘‘Social Question’’ were often widely exchanged, discussed,
weighed, and compared in transnational networks of national experts,
civil servants, and politicians from various countries before they were
implemented in their national, regional, or local contexts.

Chris Leonards and Nico Randeraad, for example, identify an ‘‘epis-
temic community in the making’’ of transnational experts in the field of
social reform, experts who in the second half of the nineteenth century
‘‘define[d] for decision-makers what the problems [were] and how they
[were] to be solved’’.4 Pierre-Yves Saunier and colleagues observed
that several decades later networks of municipal activists, scientists, civil
servants, and the like from various European countries regularly met
to discuss common social, political, and economic problems and their
possible remedies.5 Likewise, in the same period, Christian Topalov and
Ingrid Liebeskind Sauthier identified the transnational development
of labour statistics in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
which – when it was thought that those statistics could be utilized to
predict recurring cycles of unemployment – helped pave the way for the
development of the first state-run or state-subsidized unemployment
insurance schemes both in France and Great Britain.6 Finally, Julia Moses
noted the effects of international contacts between governments when, in
the late 1890s and early 1900s, governments tried to adapt the national
social insurance schemes they already had in place for compensating
workplace accidents to accommodate one another so as to afford protection
to their citizens in foreign countries.7

2. ‘‘AHR Conversation: On Transnational History’’, American Historical Review, 111 (2006),
pp. 1441–1464.
3. For overviews, see Clavin, ‘‘Defining Transnationalism’’; Pierre-Yves Saunier, ‘‘Les régimes
circulatoires du domaine social 1800–1940: Projets et ingénierie de la convergence et de la
différence’’, Genèses, 71:2 (2008), pp. 4–25.
4. Chris Leonards and Nico Randeraad, ‘‘Transnational Experts in Social Reform, 1840–1880’’,
International Review of Social History, 55 (2010), pp. 215–239, 236.
5. See the special issue of Contemporary European History edited by Pierre-Yves Saunier:
‘‘Municipal Connections: Co-operation, Links and Transfers among European Cities in the
Twentieth Century’’, 11:4 (2002), pp. i–vi, 507–676.
6. Christian Topalov, Naissance du chômeur, 1880–1910 (Paris, 1994); Ingrid Liebeskind
Sauthier, ‘‘Histoire de la définition du chômage’’, Courrier des statistiques, 127 (2009), pp. 5–12.
7. Julia Moses, ‘‘Foreign Workers and the Emergence of Minimum International Standards for
the Compensation of Workplace Accidents, 1880–1914’’, Journal of Modern European History,
7 (2009), pp. 219–239.
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Yet, while in the historical literature growing awareness of the importance
of transnational and international ‘‘policy transfer’’ and ‘‘policy learning’’ can
be observed, interest in transnational welfare schemes is largely missing.
Perhaps its absence can be explained by the fact that in the mainstream
literature on the history of European welfare states that history is usually
interpreted as a process of ‘‘scaling up’’ the geographical level at which care
for the needy was organized. According to that interpretation, until the end
of the nineteenth century the local religious community, occupational group,
and perhaps government authorities were responsible for welfare provi-
sion. From the 1880s, in many countries, that task was gradually trans-
ferred to actors at the national level – government, labour unions, and
employers’ associations – as part of larger processes of centralization and
nation-building.8

While it is obvious that at least in most northern and western European
countries the further development of the national welfare state meant
the end of many local welfare institutions, that development should not
be thought of simply as a ‘‘scaling-up’’ process. This article argues that
in some cases the creation of the institutions of national welfare states
meant quite the opposite of scaling up – that is, the ‘‘scaling down’’ of the
geographical level at which welfare provision had been organized. It
describes and analyses the development of the mutual unemployment
insurance funds established by Dutch labour unions for their members,
which until the 1930s were largely accessible to the numerous foreign
workers employed in the Netherlands. Many foreign workers became
fund members not by applying individually for membership, as their
Dutch peers had done, but through arrangements whereby union insur-
ance funds in various European countries granted benefit entitlements to
each other’s members by means of bilateral or multilateral agreements.
Until the late 1910s such agreements were signed and effectuated without
hindrance from national governments and in that sense were truly
transnational social ‘‘policy’’ relations, or networks. They were continued
into the 1920s despite growing interference by the Dutch government in
the functioning of union funds, but during the 1920s and 1930s the bonds
between Dutch and foreign insurance funds were gradually broken. This
article investigates why.

The agreements between union insurance funds will be looked at
primarily from the Dutch perspective, although analysis of them is based

8. See, among many others, Gaston Rimlinger, Welfare Policy and Industrialization in Europe,
America, and Russia (New York, 1971); Peter Flora and Arnold Heidenheimer (eds), The
Development of the Welfare States in Europe and America (New Brunswick, NJ [etc.], 1981);
Peter Flora (ed.), Growth to Limits: The Western European Welfare States since World War II
(Berlin, 1986); Abram de Swaan, In Care of the State: Health Care, Education and Welfare in
Europe and the USA in the Modern Era (Cambridge, 1988).
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on data sources from various countries. The Dutch perspective is fruitful
because the Netherlands was among the last European countries in which
transnational alliances between union funds were actively terminated by
the national government. While in the interwar period in many European
countries the alliances were blocked by national governments’ attempts to
‘‘nationalize’’ the labour market,9 the Dutch government continued to
tolerate them until World War II, which opens the possibility of investigating
fund alliances and the factors that facilitated and hindered them, both in the
Netherlands and abroad, throughout the entire pre-war period.

The article unfolds into four sections. The first describes the rise and
functioning of labour union insurance funds in the Netherlands and of
the regulatory interventions by Dutch local and national governments in
the 1910s and 1920s. The second section analyses the emergence of
agreements on the exchange of benefit entitlements between Dutch and
foreign union funds, their forms and significance, and the attempts by the
Dutch government to regulate the phenomenon. The third section focuses
on three branches of industry – diamonds, metallurgy, and textiles – in
which, until the 1930s, the agreement route had some significant rele-
vance. It will show that from the late 1920s the flow of new foreign
members to union insurance funds gradually dried up. The various causes
of that development are explored in the fourth section.

L A B O U R U N I O N U N E M P L O Y M E N T I N S U R A N C E F U N D S

I N T H E N E T H E R L A N D S

As in many other European countries, in the Netherlands voluntary
mutual funds were established by labour unions in the late nineteenth
century to insure their members against all sorts of social risks. The funds,
which were non-commercial and run by labour union officials exclusively,
were successors to the local mutual insurance schemes of the guilds that
had dominated the artisan crafts in most Dutch cities since the Middle
Ages. After the legal abrogation of the guild system in the early nine-
teenth century and the entrance of commercial companies into the
insurance market, many such insurance schemes had disappeared, but the
rise of ‘‘modern’’ labour unions in the last three decades of the nineteenth
century gave insurance a new impetus. By the end of the nineteenth

9. For example: Leo Lucassen, ‘‘The Great War and the Origins of Migration Control in
Western Europe and the United States (1880–1920)’’, in Anita Böcker et al. (eds), Regulation of
Migration: International Experiences (Amsterdam, 1998), pp. 45–72; Leo Lucassen, ‘‘A Many-
Headed Monster: The Evolution of the Passport System in the Netherlands and Germany in the
Long Nineteenth Century’’, in Jane Caplan and John Torpey (eds), Documenting Individual
Identity: The Development of State Practices in the Modern World (Princeton, NJ [etc.], 2001),
pp. 235–255, 255.
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century about 15 per cent of the Dutch labour force participated in one or
more insurance arrangements against the financial risks of sickness,
invalidity, old age, and death.10

Until then, mutual insurance schemes to combat the financial risks of
unemployment remained rare, especially since experts considered unem-
ployment insurance too risky.11 By 1906 only about 19,000 workers –
about 17 per cent of all union members and hardly 1 per cent of the Dutch
dependent labour force – had joined a union unemployment insurance
scheme.12 That changed in 1906 when the Amsterdam City Council
decided to establish a special subsidy fund for the local labour union
unemployment funds. Funds could in principle request a subsidy of
75–100 per cent of the benefits they provided if they fulfilled a number
of conditions.13 Over the next 6 years, 31 municipalities followed the
example of Amsterdam, mostly in the densely populated western
provinces of the country.14 The municipalities’ efforts to preserve and
stimulate labour union funds were on the whole successful. Not only did
the number of fund members in the Netherlands rise from 19,000 to
almost 80,000 in barely 6 years, municipal support encouraged many
labour unions that had not yet established a fund to organize new ones.
By 1914 the total number of unemployment funds had risen to more than
770, while by that time more than 40 per cent of the funds’ members
belonged to municipally subsidized funds.15

In those early years of local government interference, the subsidy
schemes were particularly advantageous for the insurance funds of Social
Democratic labour unions. They were better represented than their
Roman Catholic and orthodox Protestant competitors in the urbanized
regions of the country where most of the first subsidy schemes were
established, and since, at the time, their national organization was far
more advanced than that of the Roman Catholic and orthodox Protestant

10. Joost van Genabeek, ‘‘Onderlinges 1800–1890’’, in Jacques van Gerwen and Marco van
Leeuwen (eds), Studies over zekerheidsarrangementen: Risico’s, risicobestrijding en verzeker-
ingen in Nederland vanaf de Middeleeuwen (Amsterdam, 1998), pp. 317–348, 319.
11. De Swaan, In Care of the State, pp. 143–151 and 183–186.
12. Ivo Kuijpers and Peter Schrage, ‘‘Squaring the Circle: Unemployment Insurance in the
Netherlands from Wage Bargaining Instrument to Compulsory Legislation, 1861–1949’’, in Ad
Knotter, Bert Altena, and Dirk Damsma (eds), Labour, Social Policy and the Welfare State
(Amsterdam, 1997), pp. 83–97, 97.
13. A. Knotter and L. Hagoort, ‘‘Archief van de Werkloosheidscommissies’’, http://
stadsarchief.amsterdam.nl/archieven/archiefbank/overzicht/5408.nl.html, last accessed 25 April
2013; Piet de Rooy, Werklozenzorg en werkloosheidsbestrijding 1917–1940. Landelijk en
Amsterdams beleid (Amsterdam, 1978), pp. 16–17.
14. Staatscommissie over de werkloosheid [hereafter SOW], Staatscommissie over de werk-
loosheid: Eindverslag (The Hague, 1914), p. 761.
15. Ibid., pp. 775–776; Kuijpers and Schrage, ‘‘Squaring the Circle’’, p. 87.
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unions it was easier for the local Social Democratic unions to reinsure with a
national sector fund in order to comply with municipal regulations con-
cerning the solvency of their insurance schemes. As a result, in 1914 the
number of Social Democratic union members insured against unemployment
was more than twice as high as in Roman Catholic and six times higher than
in the orthodox Protestant unions. In the ‘‘pillarized’’ Dutch society taking
shape in the period – characterized by vertical divisions along denomina-
tional or ideological lines – the availability of a sound unemployment
insurance fund would increasingly become an important ‘‘selling point’’ in
the competition among the various unions to attract members.

Meanwhile, the Social Democrats in Parliament made a determined
effort to involve the national government in the support of union
unemployment insurance. In 1908, during a fierce ideological debate on
the causes of unemployment and the national government’s role in
combating its consequences, the Social Democrats, in collaboration with
progressive Liberal and Confessional MPs in the Lower House, forced
the Confessional coalition cabinet to install a Royal Commission to
investigate the subject.16 In its final report, published in 1914, the Royal
Commission, chaired by the Progressive Liberal MP Willem Treub and in
which the main labour unions, employers’ associations, and political
parties were represented, advocated national government subsidies for
unemployment benefits provided by union funds – the ‘‘Ghent system’’.17

The Royal Commission’s advice would be adopted by the national
government only a few months later as Word War I had started and the
country faced peak unemployment rates – although, since the Netherlands
remained neutral, it was not involved in the war.

In order to prevent union funds from collapsing under the huge
influx of unemployed workers Treub, the former chairman of the Royal
Commission and now Minister of Labour,18 convinced his colleagues in
the new Liberal coalition cabinet to support a huge rescue operation. In a
circular of August 1914 Treub encouraged municipalities to establish a
local subsidy fund and promised a 50 per cent national treasury reim-
bursement of local subsidies.19 Two years later, this Treub Emergency
Regulation (Noodregeling-Treub) was replaced by a permanent scheme,

16. The debate took place on 14–16 and 20–21 October 1908; Verslag der handelingen van de
Tweede Kamer der Staten-Generaal gedurende het zittingjaar 1908–1909 (The Hague, 1909), II,
pp. 75–166, 176, and 597–598.
17. SOW, Eindverslag, pp. 833–840.
18. For the sake of readability, in this article I shall refer to the Dutch ministry and the minister
responsible for unemployment insurance as ‘‘Ministry of Labour’’ and ‘‘Minister of Labour’’
respectively, although in the period under consideration the name of the ministry was changed
several times.
19. M.W.F. Treub, ‘‘Circulaire betreffende werkloozenverzekering’’, Tijdschrift der Nationale
Vereeniging tegen de Werkloosheid, 3 (1914), pp. 226–227.
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the 1917 Unemployment Benefits Decree (Werkloosheidsbesluit-1917),
aimed at preserving union funds in the long run by stopping the subsidy
of benefits but supporting members’ contributions – the ‘‘Danish system’’.20

Under the 1917 Unemployment Benefits Decree, total payments by the
national government and the municipalities equalled 100 per cent of the
contributions, and, again, each paid half the costs.

As a result of the establishment of the national subsidy schemes, over a
period of 4 years the number of municipalities participating in those
schemes rose from 33 to more than 700, or almost 70 per cent of the total
number of Dutch municipalities. The increase in the number of insured
workers was also spectacular, rising from 78,000 early in 1914 to 398,000 in
1918. By the end of 1919 almost 80 per cent of all Dutch union members,
amounting to 19 per cent of the dependent labour force, were insured against
the financial consequences of unemployment (see Figure 1). The national
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Figure 1. Labour union unemployment funds in the Netherlands: number of fund members (n x
1,000), coverage of labour union membership (% of total membership), dependent labour force
(% of total dependent labour force), and unemployment rate (% of labour force), 1900–1940.
Sources: Labour union members in 1906 and 1910: Siep Stuurman, Verzuiling, kapitalisme en
patriarchaat: Aspecten van de ontwikkeling van de moderne staat in Nederland (Nijmegen,
1983), p. 153; in 1914–1922 and 1924–1940: Ernest Hueting, Frits de Jong, and Rob Neij, Naar
groter eenheid: De Geschiedenis van het Nederlands Verbond van Vakverenigingen 1906–1981
(Amsterdam, 1983), pp. 62 and 84. Membership of labour union unemployment funds in 1900
and 1902: estimates; in 1904–1940: Kuijpers and Schrage, ‘‘Squaring the Circle’’, p. 97; registered
unemployment: CBS, www.statline.cbs.nl, retrieved 1 July 2007.

20. Staatsblad van het Koninkrijk der Nederlanden, 1916 (The Hague, 1916), No. 522.
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subsidy schemes caused the numbers of insured workers from all denomi-
nations to grow enormously, but those of the Roman Catholic and orthodox
Protestant funds grew the most: between 1914 and 1920 membership in
Social Democratic union funds increased fivefold, in Roman Catholic and
orthodox Protestant circles the numbers grew almost tenfold.21

For the union funds, government support had its price. In exchange for
subsidies, the national government required the funds to fulfil a number
of regulatory requirements and strengthened its supervision over them by
means of a new bureaucratic apparatus. At the top of the hierarchy was
the Minister of Labour, who as a rule interfered personally only when
fundamental matters were at stake. The day-to-day implementation of
unemployment insurance policy was delegated to a section of the Ministry of
Labour, the State Authority for Unemployment Insurance and Employment
Mediation (Rijksdienst der Werkloosheidsverzekering en Arbeidsbemiddeling
[hereafter RWA]). Though the RWA was rather small it was very active in the
regulation of union funds, especially after 1921. By means of circulars it
imposed many regulations on them covering all kinds of matters – from the
format they had to use to draw up their statistics to the stocks and shares they
were allowed to invest their reserves in.22 By doing so, the RWA forced the
funds to adapt more and more to the national government’s unemployment
policy, ‘‘leading in the direction of uniformity and the centralization of
unemployment insurance’’.23

In the course of the 1920s, the national government even made an
attempt to transform the union fund ‘‘system’’ into a national and com-
pulsory unemployment insurance scheme, administered and funded by
the labour unions and employers’ associations. However, the attempt
failed due to reluctance on the part of the labour unions to tolerate
employers’ interference with what the unions considered ‘‘their’’ funds,
and the employers’ refusal to contribute financially to the new insurance.
Until after World War II employers would not be involved in any way in
unemployment insurance. Meanwhile, in the economic crisis of the 1930s
the financial and organizational involvement of the national government
with the insurance system was expanded even further in order to prevent
the labour funds from collapsing as ever more workers lost their jobs.24

It might be expected that the growing interference of the Dutch
national government with unemployment insurance in the interwar
period would have been accompanied by a gradual exclusion of foreign

21. RWA, Verslag van den Rijksdienst der Werkloosheidsverzekering en Arbeidsbemiddeling
betreffende werkloosheidsverzekering (The Hague, 1920).
22. For the regulations, see ibid., 1917–1940.
23. J. Goedhart, De ontwikkeling van de werkloosheidsverzekering in Nederland (Amsterdam,
1926), p. 90. Throughout this article, all translations from the Dutch are my own.
24. Kuijpers and Schrage, ‘‘Squaring the Circle’’, pp. 90–92.
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workers from the national unemployment insurance system25 – but that was
not so. In the same period, in countries like Great Britain and Germany, the
‘‘nationalization’’ of the labour market after World War I and national state
intervention in welfare arrangements made it almost impossible for foreign
workers to join the national unemployment insurance system.26 However,
the same process in the Netherlands did not prevent foreigners from
joining the labour union unemployment insurance funds, at least not until
the mid-1930s and then not for all categories of foreign workers. As will be
shown in the following sections of this article, in the first three decades of the
twentieth century many Dutch labour unions facilitated unemployment
insurance fund membership for foreigners working in the Netherlands by
making special arrangements with unions abroad. After World War I, such
practices were regulated by the Dutch national government, but that does
not seem to have hindered the special arrangements.

F O R E I G N W O R K E R S A N D U N I O N U N E M P L O Y M E N T

I N S U R A N C E F U N D S I N T H E N E T H E R L A N D S

In about 1900, non-Dutch workers accounted for only 1.2 per cent of the
dependent labour force in the Netherlands, yet from 1900–1930 that
percentage almost tripled, to drop again to about 1 per cent in the 1930s
and 1940s. In the period under consideration – the 1900s to 1940s – the
great majority of foreign workers were German or Belgian. Many were
cross-border workers, men and women working in the Netherlands,
living in Germany and Belgium. They were employed in the coal mines of
south Limburg or the ceramics factories in Maastricht in the south-east,
the textile industry of Twente in the east and Brabant to the south, or in
agriculture. In the early twentieth century many German women came to
the Netherlands to work as domestic servants, while Poles, Italians, and
Slovenes were recruited by mining companies having difficulty finding
enough suitably skilled Dutch workers.27

25. See for example Leo Lucassen, ‘‘Sekse en nationaliteit als ordenend principe. De uitsluiting
van vrouwen en vreemdelingen op de Nederlandse arbeidsmarkt (1900–1995)’’, in Corrie van
Eijl, Lex Heerma van Voss, and Piet de Rooy (eds), Sociaal Nederland. Contouren van de
twintigste eeuw (Amsterdam, 2001), pp. 87–107, 90.
26. Lucassen, ‘‘The Great War and the Origins of Migration Control’’, pp. 57–61, 58; idem, ‘‘A
Many-Headed Monster’’, p. 255.
27. Han Nicolaas and Arno Sprangers, ‘‘Buitenlandse migratie in Nederland 1795–2006: De
invloed op de bevolkingssamenstelling’’ (2007), at http://www.cbs.nl/NR/rdonlyres/6A1AD820-
F436-4039-AC85-F19B5673E8AB/0/2007k4b15p32art.pdf4, last accessed 8 January 2010; Ad
Knotter, ‘‘Inleiding: arbeidsmigranten en grensarbeiders’’, Tijdschrift voor sociale en economische
geschiedenis, 5:3 (2008), pp. 2–29; Serge Langeweg, ‘‘Bekende buren en verre vreemden. Buitenlandse
arbeiders in de Nederlandse steenkolenmijnen, 1900–1974’’, Tijdschrift voor sociale en economische
geschiedenis, 5:3 (2008), pp. 53–79.
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Until World War II membership of many labour union unemployment
insurance funds was open to foreign workers, who could become members
individually simply by applying for membership. Before the establishment of
the national subsidy scheme in 1914, fund boards were largely free to set
their own regulations concerning membership of foreigners, and many
boards treated foreign workers just like any other applicant, which in some
cases even meant that foreign workers who became union members were
obliged to join the union’s unemployment insurance fund. Even before
World War I, some of the municipalities that had established subsidies for the
local union funds required those funds to make an exception for cross-border
workers from Germany and Belgium. In order to guarantee effective
supervision of benefit recipients, those municipalities obliged fund members
to live in the municipality or in one of the neighbouring Dutch munici-
palities, since local civil servants had no authority to supervise unemployed
foreign fund members living in Germany or Belgium.28

After the establishment of national subsidy schemes for union funds in
1914 and 1917, the exclusion of cross-border workers was gradually made
obligatory for all union funds. The Treub Emergency Regulation (1914) had
stated that only workers who ‘‘live outside, yet in the close vicinity of the
municipality’’ were eligible for membership of funds, meaning that all long-
distance cross-border workers were excluded. Four years later, however, the
RWA issued an explicit guideline which stated that those ‘‘who work in this
country but live abroad and regularly return to their country are not entitled
to be accepted by a [subsidized] unemployment fund’’.29 Forced by the
RWA, in subsequent years union funds one after another excluded cross-
border workers from membership by changing their by-laws.30 Indeed,
cross-border workers remained ineligible for fund membership in the
Netherlands until World War II, despite the fact that in 1932 the Dutch
government signed the Unemployment Convention of the International
Labour Organization (ILO), accepting the principle that member states
which had signed the Convention should grant workers from other members
of the Convention the same entitlements to unemployment provision as their
own citizens, regardless of where they happened to live.31

As well as applying individually for fund membership, foreign workers
had a second option, although it was available only to those who had

28. SOW, Eindverslag, pp. 799 and 802.
29. The regulation in the Noodregeling-Treub: Treub, ‘‘Circulaire betreffende werkloo-
zenverzekering’’, p. 227. The 1918 regulation: RWA, Verslag, 1918, p. 13. See also H.J. Morren,
‘‘De werkloosheidsverzekering in verband met het internationale recht’’, Tijdschrift van den
Nederlandschen Werkloosheidsraad, 7 (1924), pp. 344–351, 345.
30. RWA, Verslag, 1918–1923.
31. Morren, ‘‘De werkloosheidsverzekering’’, p. 344; idem, De werkloosheidsverzekering, haar
grondslagen en haar ontwikkeling in Nederland (Alphen aan den Rijn, 1941), p. 82.
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belonged to a union unemployment insurance fund in their home country
immediately prior to arriving in the Netherlands. Such workers could
become members of a Dutch fund if that fund had an agreement with the
individual’s fund in their home country to accept each other’s members
automatically. The great advantage of that option for foreign workers was
that they retained benefit entitlements built up in their home country,
and so did not have to endure as long a waiting period as other new
members. In most branches of industry the agreements between Dutch
and foreign union funds probably preceded Dutch national state inter-
vention in union unemployment insurance and consequently they were
very diverse. However, when in 1917–1918, by virtue of the new 1917
Unemployment Benefits Decree, the by-laws of labour union funds were
required to be formally approved by the Minister of Labour in order to qualify
for subsidy, a way had to be found to apply formal regulation to existing
transnational practices. After some experimentation involving exchanges of
multiple drafts among the Minister, the RWA, and the labour union boards, in
1918 the Minister came up with a standardized formula that read:

As for persons who, coming from abroad, have until four weeks prior to joining
the [Dutch, subsidized] fund been a member of the unemployment fund of an
organization with which the association [the Dutch union fund] has signed an
agreement, and who by virtue of the agreement have become a member of the
association, the length of time they have been a member of the unemployment
fund of the foreign organization and the number of weeks they have paid
contributions will count in calculating the duration [of the waiting period],
provided they can sufficiently prove to the board that they have met all obli-
gations towards the abovementioned fund.32

This standard formula was subsequently imposed on the funds to be
included in their by-laws, even on funds that did not yet have an agree-
ment signed with any foreign fund. In the same year, the Minister issued a
guideline stating that all agreements with foreign union insurance funds
should be approved by him before they could become effective, which
implied that the Dutch fund too had to provide him with a copy of the
foreign funds’ by-laws. By so doing the Minister tried to prevent Dutch
funds from signing agreements with foreign funds whose regulations were
overly different from the Dutch ones.33

32. See, for example, RWA Archive, Nationaal Archief [hereafter NA], The Hague, fos 1140
and 1226 (correspondence between Minister and metalworkers’ unions), and 1503 and 1549
(textile workers’ unions). The phrase ‘‘the waiting period’’ in the quotation refers to the specific
article in the by-laws in which the waiting period is defined.
33. See, for example, Letter from the Minister of Labour to the Board of the General Dutch
Diamond Workers’ Union (Algemeene Nederlandsche Diamantbewerkers Bond, ANDB),
6 August 1917, RWA Archive, NA, The Hague, fo. 800.
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Number and types of agreements

In 1922 the RWA published the first overview of the agreements (repeated
only in 1927), which listed at least 239 agreements approved by the
Minister between Dutch subsidized union funds and foreign funds in
26 different countries and in 12 branches of industry (see Table 1).34

Two types of agreement can be identified in the list. The first type con-
cerned agreements in which national labour unions belonging to an
international union organization collectively recognized the entitlements
of each other’s unemployment insurance funds. In the early 1920s, seven
such agreements existed between national members of international
unions in the diamond, graphic, metallurgical, and construction indus-
tries. All the same, this type of agreement was problematic, since in
many cases it was based purely on a collective declaration at an inter-
national union organization congress, while since 1918 the RWA had
required insurance funds to produce exact details of their agreements
and of their partners’ insurance regulations (see above). That is most
likely why, by 1927, only one collective agreement was still recognized
by the Minister.35

The second type of agreement concerned bilateral arrangements between
Dutch and foreign funds on the mutual recognition of entitlements under
each other’s unemployment insurance funds, and they were far more
common than the collective agreements just described. Of all Dutch
unemployment funds active in 1922, about one-third had signed between
two and eight such bilateral agreements. Clear concentrations can be
observed in the bilateral agreements that Dutch funds signed with foreign
funds. More than one-quarter of all bilateral agreements were signed with
unions in neighbouring Germany and Belgium, about one-half with unions
in a second ring of countries around the German and Belgian borders, and
the rest with unions in more distant countries, ranging from Finland in the
north to Bulgaria in the east and Spain in the south. Agreements were
signed even with labour unions in the United States, and in the late 1920s
with an Australian fund. In the period 1923–1930, on average three or four
new agreements were signed between Dutch and foreign unemployment
insurance funds each year.36

The agreements were distributed by no means evenly among all Dutch
labour union funds. More than three-quarters concerned agreements

34. RWA, Verslag, 1919–1922, pp. 150–160. The number of agreements was ‘‘at least’’ 239, since
in some cases agreements were signed by all national members of an international union – in
which case the list would mention only the native countries but not the number of unions in
these countries.
35. Ibid., 1927, pp. 121–131.
36. Ibid., 1923–1930.
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Table 1. Number of agreements, by country and sector (1922), and foreign workers utilizing agreements, by sector
(averages 1923–1931 and 1932–1940).
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Number of agreements (1922)
Austria 3 2 6 2 1 10 3 27
Belgium 3 10 5 2 1 1 1 3 1 27
Bulgaria 1 1 2
Czechoslovakia 1 3 1 1 8 1 15
Denmark 11 2 2 1 2 18
Finland 1 3 1 5
France 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 15
Germany 7 2 13 2 2 1 1 4 3 3 1 2 41
Great Britain 2 2 2 1 2 9
Hungary 1 3 2 1 6 3 16
Italy 1 2 1 1 2 7
Luxembourg 1 1 2
Norway 3 3 2 2 10
Poland 1 1 2
Portugal 2 2
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Tab le 1 . (continued)
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Romania 1 1 1 3
Spain 1 1
Sweden 2 3 2 1 2 10
Switzerland 3 7 2 2 2 16
United States 2 1 3
Yugoslavia 1 2 1 1 2 1 8

Total 43 16 59 10 24 16 2 42 20 3 2 2 239

New foreign members (abs.)
1923–1931 (annual average) 18 71 174 40 1 10 16 1 130 36 52 6 3 558
1932–1940 (annual average) 3 3 21 4 2 2 7 2 11 3 4 3 1 66

Note: The categorization of branches is derived from the official statistics of the RWA.
Sources: Agreements, by country and sector: RWA, Verslag, 1919–1922, pp. 150–160; number of foreign workers utilizing agreements:
ibid., 1923–1940.
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between a foreign and a Dutch Social Democratic fund (see Tables 2
and 3), and by 1922 the Social Democratic unions had signed agreements
with unions in virtually all European countries in ten out of nineteen
branches in which Dutch unions had unemployment insurance funds.
Much more limited were the activities of the orthodox Protestant and
Roman Catholic union funds, which had signed agreements with unions
from a more limited number of European countries and in only six sec-
tors. Interestingly, the orthodox Protestant and Roman Catholic unions
had agreements with unions almost exclusively in countries where
Christian Democratic unions played an important role, such as Austria,
Belgium, France, and Germany. That probably explains, at least partially,
the limited number of agreements orthodox Protestant and Roman
Catholic unions had signed, since, unlike in Social Democratic circles
where international labour union organizations had already been active
since the 1890s, mature European networks of Christian Democratic
organizations would not begin to develop until the 1920s.37

Number of foreign workers using the agreements

The number of agreements did not necessarily reflect the number of
workers who actually made use of any of the agreements to preserve their
benefit entitlements. Unfortunately, in the period under consideration no
records were kept of the total number of foreign members,38 because
clearly the funds themselves felt no need to discriminate between Dutch
and foreign nationals in their membership records. When the national
government began to interest itself in the subject in the early 1920s it
succeeded in gathering information only on the annual number of new
foreign members using the ‘‘agreements route’’. However, when we
compare those figures with the annual numbers of new Dutch fund
members we might conclude that in the 1920s they followed more or less
the same pattern (see Figure 2). If we further assume that the relative
numbers of new foreign and Dutch union members reflect those of the
total, we might even make a rough estimate of the average total number of
foreign members who had used the agreements route to join a Dutch fund
in 1923–1929: in fact it was about 2,500, or 0.8 per cent of total union
unemployment fund members.39

37. Winfried Becker and Rudolf Morsey (eds), Christliche Demokratie in Europa. Grundlagen
und Entwicklungen seit dem 19. Jahrhundert (Cologne, 1988).
38. H.J. Morren, ‘‘Internationale regelingen over werkloosheidsverzekering’’, Tijdschrift van
den Nederlandschen Werkloosheidsraad, 13 (1930), pp. 463–469, 464.
39. In 1923–1929 new foreign fund members as a percentage of the total number of new fund
members averaged 0.79, while the average number of fund members (Dutch and foreign) during
the same period was 312,000; new members: RWA, Verslag, 1923–1929; total fund membership:
see Figure 1.
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Table 2. Orthodox Protestant, Roman Catholic, and Social Democratic union unemployment insurance funds: number
of agreements with foreign funds (1922, absolute) and number of new foreign members using the agreement route
(1929, absolute), by country

Agreements in 1922 New foreign members 1929

Orthodox
Protestant

Roman
Catholic

Social
Democratic

Orthodox
Protestant

Roman
Catholic

Social
Democratic

funds funds funds Total funds funds funds Total

Austria 4 4 16 24 42 42
Belgium 8 9 13 30 1 219 220
Bulgaria 1 1
Czechoslovakia 1 17 18 1 1
Denmark 18 18 5 5
Finland 5 5
France 2 2 11 15 9 9
Germany 6 7 28 41 2 33 703 738
Great Britain 9 9
Hungary 1 1 14 16 19 19
Italy 1 1 5 7
Luxembourg 3 3
Norway 8 8
Poland 2 2
Portugal 2 2
Romania 3 3
Spain 1 1
Sweden 10 10
Switzerland 4 4 8 16 2 2
United States 3 3 2 2
Yugoslavia 1 6 7

Total 26 30 183 239 2 34 1,002 1,038

Sources: Number of agreements: RWA, Verslag, 1919–1922, pp. 150–160; number of new foreign members: ibid., 1929, p. 233.
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Table 3. Orthodox Protestant, Roman Catholic, and Social Democratic union unemployment insurance funds: number
of agreements with foreign funds (1922, absolute) and number of new foreign members using the agreement route
(1929, absolute), by sector.

Agreements in 1922 New foreign members in 1929

Orthodox
Protestant

Roman
Catholic

Social
Democratic

Orthodox
Protestant

Roman
Catholic

Social
Democratic

funds funds funds Total funds funds funds Total

Agriculture
Carpentry 4 4 35 43 2 27 29
Clothing industry
Construction 6 6 48 60 1 157 158
Diamonds 10 10 196 196
Food
Graphics 21 21 1 66 67
Hairdressers
Hotel and catering 16 16 2 2
Leather
Managers 44 44 7 7
Manufacturing 2 2 20 20
Merchant trade
Metallurgy 6 7 4 17 1 4 412 417
Mining 1 2 3 1 45 46
Musicians
Textile 9 9 1 19 25 62 87
Tobacco 2 2 8 8
Transport 2 2 1 1

Total 26 30 183 239 2 34 1,002 1,038

Sources: see Table 2.
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That number was not evenly distributed over the various branches of
industry, countries, and labour union funds. If we take an average annual
number of fifty new foreign workers using the agreements route in the
1920s as a threshold, in the 1920s only four branches of industry are
relevant: diamonds, metallurgy, textiles, and construction. If we keep the
same threshold, the number of relevant countries is similarly limited, for
only Belgium and Germany ‘‘delivered’’ substantial numbers of new
members. Finally, reflecting the number of agreements signed, Social
Democratic union funds were the only ones that substantially used the
agreements option to accept foreign members, although with one
exception: the textile industry, in which the Roman Catholic union fund
actively accepted foreign workers too (see Tables 2 and 3).

How did agreements between Dutch and foreign funds come about,
and how did they function? To answer that question, in the next section I
shall analyse three branches of industry in which the agreement route had
some relevance at least until the 1930s, those being the diamond, metal-
lurgical, and textile industries. For practical reasons, construction is left
out of the analysis, since foreign workers using the agreements route in
that sector were dispersed over many unions for specialized crafts, which
allowed only a few isolated individuals annually to join their unem-
ployment insurance funds. The analysis of the genesis and functioning of
the transnational exchange of benefits in the three sectors is based on
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Figure 2. New membership of labour union unemployment funds: new Dutch and foreign
members (n) and registered unemployment (% of labour force), 1923–1940.
Sources: New members: RWA, Verslag, 1923–1940; registered unemployment: www.statli-
ne.cbs.nl, retrieved 17 May 2010.
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numerous sources, which for various reasons contain at best only frag-
ments of information on the agreements and on the workers who used
them. As a consequence, to various degrees the three reconstructions are
incomplete, especially for the period after 1934.40

T R A N S N AT I O N A L I N S U R A N C E I N T H E D I A M O N D ,

M E TA L L U R G I C A L , A N D T E X T I L E I N D U S T R I E S

Diamond industry

The labour union engaged in the most durable transnational partnership,
at least as far as the Dutch were concerned, was the ANDB (Algemeene
Nederlandsche Diamantbewerkers Bond), the General Dutch Diamond
Workers’ Union, established in 1894.41 The feasibility of benefit entitle-
ments exchange in the sector was fostered by the fact that as early as about
1910 unemployment insurance had reached a relatively high level of
development in the diamond industry, especially in Belgium and the
Netherlands.42

In addition, the viability of transnational partnerships was furthered by
the highly globalized level of trade the diamond industry had attained by
about 1900, with hotspots in Belgium, France, Germany, the Netherlands,
South Africa, Switzerland, the UK, and the USA. Labour mobility across

40. One reason for the lack of information in the archives is probably the relatively modest
relevance of the phenomenon for most of the organizations involved. Another reason is that in
many cases pre-1940 labour union archives vanished either partially or entirely just before or
during World War II – lost during transport or bombings, or deliberately destroyed by the
Nazis or by the unions themselves for fear that sensitive information would be used by the
Germans for raids, forced labour deployment, etc. The following archives have been consulted:
Dutch government agencies: Ministerie van Buitenlandse Zaken, Ministerie van Arbeid, and
Rijksvreemdelingendienst (NA); Dutch labour unions: Algemeene Nederlandsche Bond van
Textielarbeiders ‘‘De Eendracht’’, Algemeene Nederlandsche Diamantbewerkers Bond, Alge-
mene Nederlandse Metaalbewerkersbond, Henri Polak, Jan van Zutphen, Nederlandsche
Roomsch-Katholieke Textielarbeidersbond ‘‘St Lambertus’’ branche Amsterdam, Neder-
landsche Roomsch-Katholieke Naaisters- en Kleermakersbond ‘‘Sint Gerardus Majella’’
(International Institute of Social History, Amsterdam, the Netherlands [hereafter IISG]), and
Nederlandsche Katholieke Kleding- en Textielarbeidersbond ‘‘Sint Lambertus’’ (Katholiek
Documentatie Centrum, Nijmegen, the Netherlands); Belgian labour unions: Algemene Dia-
mantbewerkersbond van België (Amsab, Antwerp, Belgium), Centraal Verbond der Christene
Textielbewerkers van België, and Emiel Verheeke (KADOC, Leuven, Belgium); German labour
unions: Deutscher Metallarbeiterverband, Deutscher Textilarbeiter-Verband, and Zentralver-
band Christlicher Textilarbeiter Deutschlands (Das Bundesarchiv, Berlin, Germany). Inter-
national labour unions: International Metalworkers’ Federation, International Textile, Garment and
Leather Workers’ Federation, and Universal Alliance of Diamond Workers (IISG).
41. Salvador Bloemgarten, Henri Polak. Sociaal democrat 1868–1943 (Amsterdam, 1993).
42. F. Leviticus, Geillustreerde encyclopaedie der diamantnijverheid (Haarlem, 1908),
pp. 458–459.
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borders was therefore quite common. For example, in the main Belgian
diamond centre of Antwerp in 1910, 3,000 of the 14,400 local diamond
workers were of foreign origin, most of them Dutch (1,700).43 Finally, the
feasibility of entitlement exchange was fostered by the relatively small
size of the branch, a high union density, and the close family networks
involved. At its pre-World-War-II peak in the early 1920s, there were
about 22,000 diamond workers in the Western world, roughly 95 per cent
of them union members, and the majority were almost certainly of Jewish
origin. In the diamond world, jobs in the trade were often passed down
within families.44

In the diamond industry the idea of transnational unemployment
insurance went back to 1894, when the Dutch ANDB and Belgian dia-
mond unions agreed at the official International Diamond Workers’
Congress in Antwerp that the establishment of insurance schemes for

Figure 3. Members of the Belgian union of diamond workers (ADB) and visiting foreign
delegations. Photograph taken on the occasion of the ADB’s thirtieth anniversary in front of the
union’s building in Antwerp.
Collection IISH

43. Sylvie Renneboog, De Antwerpse diamantsector en de Eerste Wereldoorlog. Patriottisme of
economisch pragmatisme? (Ghent, 2009), p. 39.
44. UADW, Driemaandelijks rapport, 1 oktober tot 31 december 1921, UADW Archive, IISG,
fo. 1921; Renneboog, Antwerpse diamantsector; Karin Hofmeester, Jewish Workers and the
Labour Movement: A Comparative Study of Amsterdam, London and Paris, 1870–1914
(Aldershot, 2004).
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their members should be a common endeavour.45 Three years later, unions
from Paris and the French-Swiss Jura Mountains joined the international
network and its insurance plans, receiving official backing when in 1905
the Universal Alliance of Diamond Workers (UADW) was established.
By then the Diamond Workers’ Protective Union of America (essentially
New York City) had joined their ranks, while the German diamond
workers’ unions, mainly from Westphalia, would join two years later.
The new Alliance was thereby transformed into the representative of
virtually all organized diamond workers in the Western world,46 with as
its central objective ‘‘to form some sort of labour cartel that, by means of
international cooperation, had a decisive say in the determination of
wages and labour conditions’’.47 The collective recognition of each other’s
members’ unemployment insurance entitlements was part of that strategy.
Thus in the ‘‘Articles of Association’’ drawn up at the establishment
congress in Paris Alliance members agreed that ‘‘it is necessary that
members moving from one centre to another and provided with certifi-
cates to show that they were in good standing with the organization in the
place where they came from, should immediately enjoy all rights and
benefits in the new centre’’.48

In the following years, that engagement was maintained by the asso-
ciated unions, at least those with a viable insurance fund, namely the
ANDB and Antwerp unions, which together represented approximately
80 per cent of all Alliance members, and the diamond unions from Paris
and New York. Until World War I the other unions were usually too
small to maintain a viable insurance fund.49 So it was that the Alliance
declaration ensured an especially smooth transfer of benefit entitlements
between Amsterdam and Antwerp. In 1909, about 70 per cent of all
transfers went between those two cities (see Table 4).

That smooth transfer of benefit entitlements between Amsterdam and
Antwerp was facilitated by the close and long-standing connections
between the diamond working communities of the two cities and by
the manner in which the unemployment insurance schemes were orga-
nized. Since in both cities union membership automatically implied
membership of the union’s unemployment insurance fund, presenting
one’s union membership booklet to the board of the insurance fund in the
new country of residence was enough to prove that one was ‘‘in good
standing’’ and had been a member long enough to be entitled to benefit

45. Algemeene Antwerpse Diamantbewerkersvereeniging, Internationaal congres voor dia-
mantbewerkers, gehouden op 2 en 3 juni 1894, Verslag, UADW Archive, IISG, fo. 1894.
46. Leviticus, Geillustreerde encyclopaedie.
47. Bloemgarten, Henri Polak, p. 327.
48. ‘‘Resolution 3 and 4 combined’’, in Articles of the UADW, UADW Archive, IISG, fo. 1905.
49. Minutes Second Congress of the UADW, St Claude 1907, UADW Archive, IISG, fo. 1907.
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in case of unemployment.50 Hence between 1910 and 1914 on average
270 workers per year, most of them Belgian, used the agreement route
to preserve their benefit entitlements when moving to Amsterdam
(see Figure 4; details for the other diamond centres after 1910 are not
available).

After World War I the unions in the English and German diamond
centres and those in the French and Swiss Jura Mountains established
their own compulsory unemployment insurance schemes for their
members, insuring virtually all Alliance members, amounting to about
95 per cent of all diamond workers in the Western world, against the
financial risk of job loss.51 In 1920, the success of the de facto collective
transnational unemployment insurance encouraged the Alliance to seek
the cooperation of the Diamond Syndicate in London, the world cartel
of diamond traders, to fulfil a decades’ old wish: the establishment of
an official international unemployment insurance scheme, financed by
a worldwide levy on the sale of all rough diamonds. However, the
Alliance’s proposal was rejected by the Syndicate’s board.52

That attempt by the Alliance to establish what would arguably have
been the first formal transnational unemployment insurance scheme in
history also signified the beginning of the end of the transnational
exchange of unemployment benefit rights in the sector. One cause was

Table 4. Number of diamond workers moving to Antwerp and
Amsterdam from other cities, and vice versa, in October, November,
and December 1909.

Amsterdam Antwerp New York Paris Others Total

From Amsterdam to: – 52 11 0 0 63
To Amsterdam from: – 49 2 1 0 52
From Antwerp to: 49 – 4 5 0 58
To Antwerp from: 52 – 8 11 1 72

Source: Wereldverbond van Diamantbewerkers, ‘‘Driemaandelijks rapport van het
bestuur aan de aangeslotene centra, over de maanden oktober, november,
december 1909’’, UADW archive, IISG, fo. 1909.

50. See, for example, ‘‘Reglement voor de werkloozenkas van de Vereeniging van Israël.
Handels- en Kantoorbedienden. Afdeling ‘Betsalel’ Vereeniging van Israëlische Werklieden en
Handelsbedienden’’, ANDB Archive, IISG, fo. H 46. See Article 23. See also Bloemgarten,
Henri Polak, pp. 399–400.
51. UADW, ‘‘Driemaandelijks rapport, 1 oktober tot 31 december 1921’’, UADW Archive,
IISG, no. 1921.
52. Henri Polak, ‘‘Een internationaal fonds tegen de werkloosheid’’, Weekblad van den Alge-
meenen Nederlandschen Diamantbewerkersbond, 17 December 1920; ANDB, Jaarverslag,
1918–1921, pp. 39–40.
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the introduction of compulsory unemployment insurance in the UK in
1920 and in Germany in 1927, which did not allow the exchange of
benefit entitlements without an agreement between national govern-
ments (more on this subject in the next section). Another cause of
problems was the economic crisis of the 1930s. That crisis caused the
French and Swiss diamond industries virtually to grind to a halt and
terminated all contacts between the European and American diamond
unions; indeed, only organized diamond workers from Belgium and the
Netherlands still used the Alliance agreement to travel between their
two countries without loss of benefit entitlements.53 Yet in the course
of the 1930s the number of diamond workers using the agreements
route to move to the Netherlands dropped well below fifty per year
(see Figure 4).

The final blow to the exchange of benefit entitlements in the diamond
industry came during World War II, when thousands of Dutch Jewish
diamond workers were sent to concentration camps by the German
occupying forces, never to return, while many of their Belgian counter-
parts met the same fate if they were not lucky enough to escape to the
UK, the USA, the future Israel, or South Africa. Meanwhile, both in
the Netherlands and Belgium the Germans plundered and liquidated the
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Figure 4. Foreign diamond workers who moved to the Netherlands to work in the Dutch
diamond industry and became union unemployment insurance members, 1910–1940.
Sources: 1910–1915: ANDB, Jaarverslag; 1923–1940: RWA, Verslag.

53. ANDB, Jaarverslag, 1918–1940.
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diamond union insurance funds.54 The Dutch diamond industry would
never really recover from that blow, while in Belgium the surviving
diamond community did succeed in rebuilding the industry, gradually
turning Antwerp into the undisputed diamond centre of the world.55

Just after the war, the Universal Alliance of Diamond Workers was
re-established, now joined by unions from the new diamond-working
centres in Israel and South Africa, where many diamond workers from
western Europe had fled during the war. In the late 1940s the Alliance also
revived its plan for an international unemployment insurance scheme
financed by a worldwide rough diamond levy. As in the early 1920s, the
plan was blocked by the diamond traders’ cartel in London.56

Metallurgical industry

In the metallurgical industry, too, transnational agreements about
the mutual recognition of benefit entitlements had their roots in the
industry’s international labour union, the International Metalworkers’
Federation (IMF, founded in 1893), which allied national unions from
most of continental Europe, Scandinavia, the UK, and the USA, ulti-
mately representing almost 900,000 metal workers by 1910.57 At the
IMF’s fifth congress in 1907 full ‘‘reciprocity’’ between its national
members was decided, providing for free admittance of each other’s
migrant members, who would thus retain all their benefit entitlements.58

Yet while for some continental European IMF members the declaration
seems to have been only the formalization of established practice, in the
following years it remained largely a dead letter for British and American
unions.59 According to a Dutch union administrator, despite the IMF
declaration, American unions continued to treat foreign workers – even
members of IMF unions – ‘‘as non-members, sometimes even worse’’, an

54. On the Dutch funds see Hueting, Naar groter eenheid, pp. 115–128; on the Belgian funds
see Hannes Algoed, De sociale wetgeving tijdens de Tweede Wereldoorlog in België (Ghent,
2009), pp. 44–47.
55. Bloemgarten, Henri Polak.
56. ‘‘Het congres van het Wereldverbond van Diamantbewerkers te Amsterdam’’, De Volks-
gazet, 9 June 1950.
57. Fritz Opel and Dieter Schneider, Fünfundsiebzig Jahre Industriegewerkschaft, 1891 bis
1966. Vom Deutschen Metallarbeiter-Verband zur Industriegewerkschaft Metall: ein Bericht in
Wort und Bild (Frankfurt, 1966), pp. 163–166. ‘‘Metallarbeiterorganisationen im Jahre 1910’’,
Internationale Metallarbeiter Rundschau, 6:10 (1911).
58. ‘‘Bericht des Sekretärs auf den V. Internationalen Metallarbeiterkongress in Brüssel’’,
Internationale Metallarbeiter Rundschau, 2:7/8 (1907); ‘‘Der V. Internationalen Metallarbei-
terkongress in Brüssel’’, ibid., 2:9 (1907).
59. ‘‘Der 6. Internationalen Kongress in Birmingham’’, Internationale Metallarbeiter Rund-
schau, 5:11 (1910); idem, 6:2 and 7 (1911). See also ‘‘Buitenland’’, De Metaalbewerker. Weekblad
van den Algemeenen Nederlandschen Metaalbewerkersbond, 31 December 1910.
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attitude he attributed largely to the mass migration of labour from Europe
to the USA at the time. He explained the reluctance of most British
unions to admit foreign IMF members to full membership by their
‘‘terrible fragmentation [y], bulky books of by-laws, and their melan-
cholic, half-rusted association machinery’’, whereas British union repre-
sentatives themselves felt that the exchange of entitlements contravened
‘‘old English traditions’’.60

In the following years it was the resistance to reciprocity of the
British unions particularly which prevented the IMF from materializing
the promises of its declaration, until 1911 when the National Insurance
Act was put into law in the UK. That act included in its provisions
unemployment insurance in metal sectors such as shipbuilding, iron
foundries, and the manufacture of motor vehicles; and consequently it
blocked the exchange of benefit entitlements with many British union
funds.61 Therefore, at the Berlin congress of 1913, all IMF member unions
accepted reciprocity concerning membership, but not concerning benefit
entitlements, which was left for individual members to arrange in bilateral
agreements.62 However, the swift outbreak of World War I prevented the
associated national unions from signing such agreements.

At first, the 1907 IMF declaration was largely without consequence for the
ANMB (Algemeene Nederlandsche Metaalbewerkersbond, founded in 1886),
the General Dutch Metalworkers’ Federation which was the Dutch repre-
sentative in the IMF, because in the first few years following the declaration
the ANMB had not set up any real unemployment insurance. In times of
economic crisis unemployed members were supported on an ad hoc basis
from the ANMB’s contingency fund, until in 1912 the fund was split into a
strike fund and unemployment insurance fund, both of which were compul-
sory for all ANMB members.63 From that year on the ANMB signed
agreements on the exchange of benefit entitlements with ‘‘several metalwor-
kers’ unions aligned with the IMF’’, although exactly which ones is unknown.

However, until the 1920s that seems to have been of limited relevance
because, according to the ANMB board, foreign workers used the
agreements route only if the economy in their home country was in

60. ‘‘Het Internationaal Metaalbewerkerscongres’’, De Metaalbewerker, 19 and 26 July,
2 August 1913; ‘‘Der 6. Internationalen Kongress in Birmingham’’. See also Opel and Schneider,
Deutschen Metallarbeiter-Verband, pp. 163–166.
61. William R. Garside, British Unemployment, 1919–1939: A Study in Public Policy
(Cambridge, 1990), p. 33.
62. ‘‘Unser VII. Internationalen Kongress in Berlin’’, Internationale Metallarbeiter Rundschau,
8:8 (1913); ‘‘Bericht des Sekretärs an den VII. Internationalen Metallarbeiterkongress zu Berlin’’,
ibid., annex.
63. ‘‘Onzen Bond. Zijn verleden en heden. Verzamelde gegevens omtrent den Algemeenen
Nederlandschen Metaalbewerkers Bond en zijne instellingen bijeengebracht door J.G. Sik-
kema’’, ANMB Archive, IISG, fo. 514.
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depression while the Dutch economy was blooming, and that had not
occurred until then. Moreover, foreign workers were accepted as ANMB
fund members only after they had found a job in the Netherlands,
a regulation which according to the board generally resulted in only ‘‘good
craftsmen [who] rarely have recourse to the unemployment fund’’ joining the
fund. All in all, the board considered the agreements advantageous to its own
fund, since they encouraged Dutch members to search for positions abroad
at times of high unemployment, which relieved the ANMB fund.64

When in 1917–1918 the ANMB unemployment fund’s by-laws had to
be approved by the Dutch Minister of Labour in order to qualify for
national government subsidies, the number of agreements between the
ANMB and foreign funds seems to have been limited by the ANMB
board. In 1922 the ANMB still had agreements with metal workers’
unions from Hungary, Belgium, Austria, and Germany; in practice, only
the agreement with the German Metalworkers’ Federation (Deutscher
Metallarbeiterverband) seems to have been of relevance. In 1929 about 90
per cent of all foreign workers using the agreements route to join the
ANMB’s unemployment insurance fund came from Germany. The
nationalities of foreign workers in earlier years are unknown. In 1929,
too, the total number of incoming foreign metal workers using the route
peaked at more than 400, almost 5 times the annual average of the pre-
vious years (see Figure 5). After 1930 the number of incoming German
workers decreased rapidly to zero, but that was not a result of deliberate
action by the ANMB nor of action by the Dutch government to restrict
membership, since the ANMB’s by-laws and the Dutch government’s
regulations concerning foreign membership remained unchanged during
the 1930s.65 As will be shown later, in the course of the 1930s new government
policies were introduced in Germany to block the exchange of benefit
entitlements between the ANMB and its German counterpart.

Textile industry

Compared to the two branches of industry analysed above, the exchange
of benefit entitlements in the textile industry was even more limited.
Whereas in the other two branches on average more than 100 foreign
workers annually used the agreement route in the 1920s, in the same
period only about half the number of textile workers did so. Yet the
branch is of relevance here since it was the only one in which not only the

64. Letter from the ANMB Board to the Minister of Labour, 24 May 1917, RWA Archive, NA,
fo. 1130.
65. See the various versions of the ANMB fund’s by-laws in RWA Archive, NA, fos 1139–1144.
For government regulations concerning foreign membership, see Morren, De werkloosheids-
verzekering, p. 349.
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Social Democratic union but also the Roman Catholic union actively used
the agreement option, probably for two connected reasons.

First, Dutch textile factories tended to be in Roman Catholic areas –
Twente in the east and north Brabant in the south of the country – while
Münsterland across the German border was largely Roman Catholic and
Belgium homogenously so. Second, especially in Twente, where union
density in the interwar years was relatively high at 45–60 per cent,66 the
Dutch Roman Catholic Textile Workers’ Union (Nederlandsche Roomsch-
Katholieke Textielarbeidersbond ‘‘St Lambertus’’) was large enough to be a
serious competitor to the Social Democratic General Dutch Textile
Workers’ Union (Algemeene Nederlandsche Bond van Textielarbeiders
‘‘De Eendracht’’). In the 1910s and 1920s the rivalry between St Lambertus
and De Eendracht resulted in serious competition for members and bitter
confrontations when there were strikes or lockouts.67 Offering members the
chance to work abroad without loss of unemployment benefit entitlements
seems to have been part of the competition.
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Figure 5. New members in Dutch labour union unemployment funds: construction, diamond,
metallurgical, and textile industries, and other sectors (n), 1923–1940
Source: RWA, Verslag, 1913–1940.

66. Elise van Nederveen Meerkerk, Lex Heerma van Voss, and Els Hiemstra-Kuperus, ‘‘The
Netherlands’’, in Lex Heerma van Voss, Els Hiemstra-Kuperus, Elise van Nederveen Meerkerk
(eds), The Ashgate Companion to the History of Textile Workers, 1650–2000 (Farnham, 2010),
pp. 363–395, 388.
67. Jan Roes (ed.), Katholieke arbeidersbeweging. Studies over KAB en NKV in de economische
en politieke ontwikkeling van Nederland na 1945 (Baarn, 1985), p. 51.
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In the textile industry, too, arrangements for the exchange of benefit
entitlements preceded national government intervention in union unem-
ployment insurances in the Netherlands. In 1910 De Eendracht signed an
agreement with the like-minded German Textile Workers’ Union

Figure 6. Banner of the Dutch union of textile workers ‘‘De Eendracht’’, section Neede.
Industriebond FNV, Collection IISH
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(Deutscher Textilarbeiter-Verband), whereby both unions promised to
accept the entitlements of each other’s members without reservation.68

When in 1914–1918 the first national subsidy schemes were established in
the Netherlands and the RWA further regularized the organization of the
subsidized funds, De Eendracht – after encouragement by the Minister
of Labour – requested a continuation of its cooperation with its
German counterpart, which was granted after the RWA’s approval of the
agreement document.69 In the next year St Lambertus signed its own
agreements with the German Central Association of Christian Textile
Workers (Zentralverband Christlicher Textilarbeiter Deutschlands) and
the Belgian Central Alliance of Christian Textile Workers (Centraal
Verbond der Christene Textielbewerkers van België).70

A notable feature of St Lambertus’s agreements with the Belgian and
German unions was that they covered cross-border workers too. St
Lambertus and the Belgian Centraal Verbond agreed to accept unre-
servedly each other’s members living in one country while working in
the other. However, evidently in an attempt to tackle the problem of
‘‘moral hazard’’ (was a benefit claimant who used to work across
the border truly involuntarily unemployed?), the union fund boards
decided to meet regularly ‘‘to exchange all relevant information’’.71

St Lambertus signed a rather more peculiar agreement with the German
Zentralverband. The two unions agreed that if any of their members
decided to accept a job across the border they could belong to each other’s
fund without loss of benefit entitlements, but it was also agreed that
St Lambertus would reimburse all unemployment insurance benefit costs
to the Zentralverband if a Dutch member became unemployed, but not
vice versa.72

It is unclear why St Lambertus’s agreements with the Belgian and
German unions concerning cross-border workers, which clearly contra-
vened the 1918 RWA ban and which were denied in other cases, were
approved by the Minister of Labour. The minister who actually approved
the agreements, the Roman Catholic P.J.M. Aalberse (1918–1925), who in
the past had been closely connected to the Roman Catholic labour union

68. ‘‘Uebereinkommen zwischen dem Deutschen Textilarbeiter-Verband und dem Alg. Ned.
Bond van Textilarbeiders De Endracht [sic]’’, 5 May 1910, RWA Archive, fo. 1505.
69. Approval procedure: RWA Archive, fo. 1505; Encouragement by the Minister of Labour:
Letter from the Minister of Labour to the Board of De Eendracht, 17 September 1917, RWA
Archive, fo. 1499.
70. Agreements between St Lambertus and German and Belgian unions: RWA Archive, fo. 1549.
71. Agreement between St Lambertus and the Centraal Verbond: RWA Archive, fo. 1549; Centraal
Verbond der Christene Textielbewerkers, Reglement der werkloozenkas (1930?) and Statuten en
reglement der centrale werkloozenkas (1935), Archive Verbond der Christene Textielbewerkers,
Ghent branch, KADOC, Leuven, fo. KBRB22058 and KBRB7695 respectively.
72. Agreements between St Lambertus and the Zentralverband: RWA Archive, fo. 1549.
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movement and had been an MP for the town of Almelo in Twente,73

might have been trying to help St Lambertus in its rivalry with De
Eendracht. That hypothesis is backed up by another special regulation in
the agreement between St Lambertus and the German Zentralverband,
which stated that the membership fee minus the compulsory insurance
contribution paid by a St Lambertus member working in Germany would
be transferred to the German union, but again not the other way around.
Cross-border workers from Twente could therefore still be counted as St
Lambertus members and did not need to join the Zentralverband, which
would otherwise have been the most logical option.

Until the early 1930s the agreement with the Zentralverband facilitated
dozens of German union members annually accepting jobs in Dutch
textiles without loss of benefit entitlements. The agreement with the
Belgian Centraal Verbond largely remained redundant, since only a few
sporadic Belgian individuals used it to keep their benefit rights while
working in the Dutch textile industry (see Table 2). In the mid-1920s
the board of St Lambertus signed agreements with unions in Austria,
Czechoslovakia, France, and Switzerland, but they too seem to have been
ineffective, for from 1929–1940 not a single worker used the agreements to
work in the Dutch textile industry.74 The agreements between the Dutch,
German, and Belgian textile unions remained unchanged throughout the
entire interwar period,75 but their relevance diminished substantially after
1931 (see Figure 5). While at a peak in 1929 about ninety German textile
workers used the agreements, half of them through the Social Democratic
and half through the Roman Catholic union, there were none in 1934–1940.
As in the case of the metallurgical industry, new German government
policies were at the root of the development (see the next section).

T H E E X C L U S I O N O F F O R E I G N W O R K E R S F R O M D U T C H

U N E M P L O Y M E N T I N S U R A N C E F U N D S

In all three cases analysed in the previous section, the annual number of
foreign workers using the agreements route to go to the Netherlands without
loss of benefit entitlements dropped substantially after 1930 (see Figure 5),
largely reflecting a general trend. From 1923–1930 an average of 560 foreign
workers signed up annually for fund membership through the agreements
route, but after 1930 the number quickly dropped below 100, never to
recover to the figure seen in the 1920s (see Figure 2).

73. For Aalberse see J.P. Gribling, P.J.M. Aalberse, 1871–1948 (Utrecht, 1961).
74. The agreements are mentioned in RWA, Jaarverslag, 1927.
75. See various versions of the by-laws (Reglement) of the unemployment insurance schemes
offered by De Eendracht: RWA Archive, fo. 1499–1515; and by St Lambertus: ibid., fo.
1541–1556.
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Moreover, in contrast, in subsequent years the number of new foreign
members would cease to follow the trend in new Dutch fund members. In
the first two years of the crisis the growth in the numbers of new Dutch
members accelerated, the number of new foreign members already began
to drop before unemployment really started to rise substantially (but with
the exception of the textile industry, see Figures 2 and 4; for an expla-
nation see below). Meanwhile, in the 1930s the composition of the new
foreign fund membership underwent substantial changes. Before 1930
about two-thirds of new foreign members came from Germany, one-fifth
from Belgium, and the rest from a wide variety of countries, but
throughout the 1930s the number of new German fund members dropped
to zero, while most of the few dozen foreign workers who still utilized
the agreements route were Belgian diamond workers.76

What had happened? The most obvious explanation for the sudden drop
in foreign fund membership after 1930 is the economic crisis. We might
expect the steep rise in unemployment to have curbed the flow of foreign
workers going to the Netherlands and to have limited the number of foreign
workers in employment (unemployed workers were not usually allowed to
become fund members). The problem with that explanation is that the crisis
itself initially did not result in a drop in the number of foreign workers
moving to the Netherlands – on the contrary, in the first few years of the
economic crisis the number of foreign workers there increased substantially,
from about 86,000 in 1930 to 110,000 four years later, probably because
during those years economic circumstances were deteriorating more rapidly
outside than inside the Netherlands – especially true for Germany.77 As
Figure 2 shows, though, while in the years after the beginning of the eco-
nomic crisis the number of incoming foreign workers increased, the number
of new foreign union fund members began to drop substantially. However,
in an indirect way the economic tide had a predominantly negative effect on
the number of new foreign fund members, as a result of the actions of the
Dutch and foreign governments.

Until the early 1930s there had been hardly any effective impediments
to foreign workers wishing to go to the Netherlands to find a job, but that
changed. In reaction to legislation abroad established in the 1930s and in
some cases earlier, and after growing pressure in the Dutch Parliament
from both the political left and right, in 1934 the Dutch government
enacted the Foreign Labour Act (Vreemdelingenarbeidswet) prohibiting

76. RWA, Verslag, 1929–1931, 1934–1935, and 1937–1940. No figures are available for the years
before 1929 and for 1932–1933 and 1936.
77. Leo Lucassen, ‘‘Agent of koopman? Theorie en praktijk van de controle op arbeidsmigratie
in Nederland, 1918–1980’’, in Marjolein ’t Hart, Jan Lucassen, and Henk Schmal (eds), Nieuwe
Nederlanders. Vestiging van migranten door de eeuwen heen (Amsterdam, 1996), pp. 151–168;
for the figures see p. 157.
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non-Dutch nationals from working in the Netherlands without a
work permit. However, the act did not apply if there was a reciprocal
agreement between the Dutch government and a foreign one whereby each
authority promised not to hinder the labour migration of each other’s citi-
zens. Although in the 1930s negotiations were initiated with various coun-
tries, the Dutch government managed to reach agreements only with
Belgium, Luxembourg, and Switzerland. Most far-reaching was the failure to
come to a serious agreement with Germany, which until the early 1930s had
been the main supplier of foreign labour. In 1936 both countries agreed to
accept only a limited number of migrant workers. As a consequence of the
introduction of the Foreign Labour Act, less than two years after its pro-
mulgation the total number of legal foreign workers in the Netherlands had
dropped well below what it had been before the economic crisis began.78

The introduction of the Foreign Labour Act might therefore explain
the substantial drop in new foreign membership of Dutch union unem-
ployment insurance funds from 1934 onwards, but it does not account for
the earlier sharp drop between 1929 and 1934. An explanation for
developments before 1934 – and perhaps subsequently – should be sought
in the specific characters of the unemployment insurance systems abroad
as much as that in the Netherlands. As long as systems in the union funds’
home countries had been more or less comparable, reaching and keeping
to agreements was not especially difficult. Unemployment insurance
funds in most European countries were administered by labour unions
until the early 1920s, when government intervention in the unemployment
provision system was still uncommon. In the course of the 1920s and 1930s,
however, government interference in unemployment insurance increased in
most of those European countries that had union unemployment insurance
funds with pre-existing agreements with Dutch funds.

In those countries the insurance system was changed substantially
either by the introduction of or alterations to national subsidy schemes, or
through the replacement of voluntary systems by compulsory ones.79

As has been shown in the previous section, union funds in the metallur-
gical industry were among the first to be affected by that development.
When in 1911 the British government introduced compulsory national
unemployment insurance for a number of sectors, including many

78. Ibid., pp. 152–159; T. van Lier, ‘‘Toepassing der regeling betreffende vreemde arbeids-
krachten in Nederland’’, Tijdschrift van den Nederlandschen Werkloosheidsraad, 18 (1935),
pp. 462–473; idem, ‘‘De huidige stand van de uitvoering van de regelingen betreffende den
arbeid en de zelfstandige werkzaamheid van vreemdelingen in Nederland’’, 2 parts, Tijdschrift
van den Nederlandschen Werkloosheidsraad, 21 (1938), pp. 48–51 and 66–69, 51.
79. Jens Alber, ‘‘Government Responses to the Challenge of Unemployment: The Development of
Unemployment Insurance in Western Europe’’, in Flora and Heidenheimer, Welfare State,
pp. 151–183.
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metallurgical trades, agreements on the exchange of benefit entitlements
between British and Dutch or other national metallurgical unions became
impossible. With compulsory unemployment insurance in Britain being
extended in 1920 to virtually all manual workers, the exchange of benefit
entitlements between British and other national diamond union funds too
was blocked.80

Yet, from a Dutch perspective, most relevant were developments in
Germany, in the 1920s the main ‘‘provider’’ of new foreign members for
labour union funds. In 1927 a compulsory unemployment insurance
scheme was introduced in Germany to cover the large majority of the
dependent labour force. The scheme was administered by regional and
local agencies, governed by boards composed of employers’ representa-
tives, labour unions’ representatives, and by regional and local authorities
under the supervision of a central state agency. The new act covered
foreign workers living and working in Germany but excluded foreign
cross-border workers, with the exception of those from countries that, in
the opinion of the German Minister of Labour, had a ‘‘similar welfare
system’’. Unlike the Austrian and Polish unemployment insurance systems,
the Dutch system was not deemed ‘‘similar’’ to the German scheme, so from
1927 all Dutch employees working in Germany but living in the Netherlands
had no unemployment insurance.81 In the years following the introduction
of the new German scheme, the Dutch Ministry of Labour carried on
negotiations with the German government to find a solution for Dutch
cross-border workers, but no agreement was reached. The only result was
that those workers were no longer obliged to pay premiums in Germany for
unemployment benefits they were not entitled to anyway.82

By excluding Dutch cross-border workers the newly introduced
German insurance struck a blow to the exchange of benefit entitlements
between Dutch and German labour unions, although it did not mean the
end of it – at least not immediately. Though in principle the German
scheme was administered by tripartite regional and local agencies under
the supervision of a central state authority, under certain conditions
workers could be exempted from the compulsory insurance if they were
already insured with a union or employer’s insurance fund at the time the
new scheme was introduced.83 However, not all German unions chose to
continue their unemployment insurance. For example the Zentralverband

80. Garside, British Unemployment, pp. 37–38. See also Morren, ‘‘Internationale recht’’,
pp. 346–347.
81. See articles 95, 101, and 207–209 of the ‘‘Gesetz über Arbeitslosenvermittlung und
Arbeitslosenversicherung’’, Reichsgeseßblatt, 32 (1927), pp. 187–218.
82. RWA, Verslag, 1927–1932.
83. See articles 77–86 of the ‘‘Gesetz über Arbeitslosenvermittlung und Arbeitslosen-
versicherung’’. See also Frieda Wunderlich, ‘‘The German Unemployment Insurance Act of
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Christlicher Textilarbeiter Deutschlands, which since 1918 had had an
active exchange relationship with the Dutch textile union St Lambertus
(see the previous section), discontinued its unemployment insurance,
though for some years St Lambertus continued to recognize the benefit
entitlements of Zentralverband members.84 On the other hand the
German Deutscher Metallarbeiterverband, which had signed an agree-
ment with the Dutch ANMB (see the previous section), continued its
work, which included insuring ANMB members working and living in
Germany.85 Nevertheless, after the rise to power of the Nazi party in
1933 the administration of unemployment insurance in Germany was
rigorously centralized and all regional, local, and other agencies abolished,
signalling the end of labour union involvement in the administration of
insurance schemes. In any case, a few months later all free unions were
outlawed altogether, and so the exchange of benefit entitlements between
German and foreign unions came to an end.86

After 1933, as a result of the termination of the exchange of benefit
entitlements between Dutch and German unions, Belgium became de facto
the only ‘‘provider’’ of new foreign members for Dutch union funds,
apart from some isolated individuals from Czechoslovakia, France, and
Switzerland – it was no coincidence that each of those countries had
voluntary unemployment insurance systems run by labour unions – and
from 1934–1940 all the foreign workers who came to the Netherlands using
the agreement route were Belgians. Meanwhile the total number of foreign
workers dropped substantially, most probably due to the introduction of the
Foreign Labour Act in 1934. Hence, by 1940 the constant stream of foreign
workers using the agreements route, which at its 1929 peak amounted to
over 1,000 individuals, had dried up almost completely. In that year only
39 foreigners, more than one-half of them Belgian diamond workers, were
granted fund membership without losing their benefit entitlements.87

C O N C L U D I N G R E M A R K S

The pre-war history of subsidized union unemployment insurance funds
in the Netherlands presented in this article illustrates that transnationalism in

1927’’, Quarterly Journal of Economics, 42 (1928), pp. 278–306. For the exclusion of foreign
cross-border workers from the new German insurance, see RWA, Verslag, 1927, p. 34.
84. The articles of association of the Zentralverband’s mutual insurance of 1929 no longer
mention unemployment insurance: Zentralverband Christlicher Textilarbeiter Deutschlands,
Satzungen der Versorgungskasse, Bibliothek der Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung, Bonn, Germany, fo.
A–96–5671. For the acceptance of the Zentralverband’s members by St Lambertus after 1927 see
RWA, Jaarverslag, 1929–1931.
85. See Opel and Schneider, Deutschen Metallarbeiter-Verband.
86. Jens Alber, ‘‘Germany’’, in Flora, Growth to Limits, II, pp. 1–54, 10.
87. RWA, Jaarverslag, 1939.
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social welfare in the period did not necessarily involve transnational
policy transfer and policy learning alone, but also the building of trans-
national welfare schemes. In the case of union unemployment insurance,
in the early twentieth century transnational relations were established
which facilitated the transfer of benefit entitlements across national
borders, largely without national or local government interference. In this
article, the transnational exchange of unemployment benefit entitlements
is described and analysed from the Dutch perspective and with particular
focus on three sectors in which the exchange of benefit entitlements had
practical relevance: the diamond, metallurgical, and textile industries.
In those sectors the agreements that enabled the exchange of benefit
entitlements came about and functioned in various ways. In the diamond
industry a collective agreement signed by all members of the trade’s
international union lay at the heart of the exchange, in the textile industry
it was bilateral agreements between unions, and in the metallurgical
industry it was a combination of the two.

For the Dutch funds solidarity with foreign fellow craftsmen seems to
have been the main reason for signing the agreements, but there were also
more practical considerations such as international cartel formation
against employers (in the diamond industry), the relief of one’s own fund
(in the metallurgical industry), and competition with other national
labour unions (in the textile industry). In all three sectors the exchange
relationships seem to have functioned on the basis of only a few regula-
tions, and foreign members only had to prove to the Dutch union board
that they had been union members in their home country for long enough
to be eligible for benefit in the event they became unemployed.
Obviously, the exchange relationships did not need extensive regulations
and a supervisory apparatus to ensure good behaviour, for after all, as
Marco van Leeuwen argues, the social control and trust that characterized
social relations within the early labour unions was the best warranty
against moral hazard and fraud.88 Interestingly, the trust relations also
encompassed befriended unions and their members in other countries.

It is hard to imagine how the de facto transnational insurance arrange-
ments analysed in this article could have functioned if national governments,
instead of labour unions, had been in charge of unemployment insurance.
In a time of limited communication technologies, civil servants would have
had to discuss the eligibility of dozens of workers for a type of social
insurance that was considered at the time as one of the most complicated
and risky ones, in cooperation with anonymous colleagues in distant
countries. It should therefore come as no surprise that when unemployment

88. Marco van Leeuwen, ‘‘Trade Unions and the Provision of Welfare in the Netherlands,
1910–1960’’, Economic History Review, 50 (1997), pp. 764–791.
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insurance actually became the competence of national bureaucracies in the
1920s and 1930s in countries like Germany and the UK, foreign workers
were excluded from eligibility – either directly and explicitly in the insur-
ance regulations or as a result of the incompatibility of national systems.
Exchange of benefit entitlements now required the conclusion of reciprocity
agreements between states, which in the 1930s especially had to deal with
populations distressed by unemployment and increasingly mistrustful of
foreign workers competing for the same scarce jobs.

Yet, whereas in the 1920s and 1930s foreign states terminated trans-
national insurance relations, from the same period there is nothing at all to
suggest that the Dutch government used its growing grip on union
unemployment insurance funds to prevent them from signing trans-
national agreements or from terminating existing ones. On the contrary,
in some cases the Minister of Labour even encouraged funds to seek
transnational cooperation. One reason for the positive – or at least
indifferent – official Dutch attitude to transnational cooperation might
have been the fact that (at least in 1923–1926) many more Dutch than
foreign workers were using the agreements, making them financially
attractive to the Dutch government.89 Another reason could well have
been the preference for ‘‘laissez faire’’ and ‘‘private initiative’’ over state
intervention in social security, which until deep into the 1930s was shared
as enthusiastically by the civil servants of the Ministry of Labour as by all
the major Dutch political parties – apart from the Social Democrats.90

After World War II the links between the Dutch and foreign unem-
ployment insurance schemes were finally severed, and since the Dutch
union funds had been comprehensively raided by the German occupying
forces during the war, unemployment insurance had to be rebuilt
from scratch.91 Under new national and compulsory insurance rules
introduced in 1949 foreigners working and living in the Netherlands were
automatically insured against the risk of unemployment, but benefit
entitlements could be transferred only to or from countries that had
signed special agreements with the Dutch government.92 The transfer of
unemployment benefit entitlements was thus no longer facilitated by
transnational agreements between independent union funds but by
international treaties between states.

89. Figures for outgoing Dutch workers using the agreements are available only for 1923–1926. In
those years a total of 1,804 foreign workers used the agreements in the Netherlands, compared with
2,995 Dutch workers who used the agreements abroad; RWA, Jaarverslag, 1923–1926.
90. Marcel Hoogenboom, Standenstrijd en zekerheid. Een geschiedenis van oude orde en sociale
zorg in Nederland (Amsterdam, 2004).
91. Hueting, Naar groter eenheid, pp. 115–128.
92. Wachtgeld- en Werkloosheidsverzekering (WW), Staatsblad van het Koninkrijk der
Nederlanden, 1949 (The Hague, 1949), No. 423, section 2.2.
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T R A N S L AT E D A B S T R A C T S

F R E N C H – G E R M A N – S PA N I S H

Marcel Hoogenboom. Assurance chômage transnationale : l’inclusion et l’exclusion
de travailleurs étrangers dans les caisses d’assurance chômage syndicales aux Pays-
Bas (env. 1900–1940).

Comme de nombreux homologues européens, les syndicats aux Pays-Bas ont créé
des caisses mutuelles d’assurance chômage pour leurs affiliés au début du vingtième
siècle. Durant cette période, les caisses ont conclu des accords avec les syndicats
dans divers pays européens sur la reconnaissance des assurances de part et d’autre,
permettant aux membres syndiqués de travailler aux Pays-Bas sans perdre les droits
à des prestations qu’ils avaient accumulés dans leurs pays d’origine et vice-versa.
Alors que jusque dans les années 1930, le nombre des travailleurs non néerlandais
qui utilisaient ces accords lorsqu’ils venaient aux Pays-Bas a décliné. Le présent
article analyse les alliances transnationales et étudie diverses raisons de leur
débâcle. La conclusion est que dans les années 1930, la réglementation formelle de
la main d’œuvre étrangère par le gouvernement néerlandais a considérablement
réduit le nombre des membres potentiels des caisses étrangères, alors de l’inter-
férence du gouvernement dans l’assurance chômage à l’étranger (particulièrement
en Allemagne) a de facto anéanti les accords.

Traduction: Christine Krätke-Plard

Marcel Hoogenboom. Transnationale Erwerbslosenversicherung: Inklusion und
Exklusion ausländischer Arbeiter in den gewerkschaftlichen Erwerbslosenversiche-
rungsfonds der Niederlande (etwa 1900–1940).

Wie viele ihrer europäischen Entsprechungen richteten die niederländischen
Gewerkschaften Anfang des 20. Jahrhunderts gemeinsame Erwerbslosenversi-
cherungsfonds für ihre Mitglieder ein. Die Fonds schlossen zu dieser Zeit Abkommen
mit Gewerkschaften aus verschiedenen europäischen Ländern, um die wechselseitige
Anerkennung ihrer Versicherungen zu gewährleisten, was es Gewerkschaftsmit-
gliedern erlaubte, in den Niederlanden zu arbeiten, ohne deswegen auf die in ihren
Heimatländern erworbenen Leistungen verzichten zu müssen und umgekehrt. Bis zu
den 1930er Jahren prosperierten die Bündnisse zwischen niederländischen und
ausländischen Fonds, doch in den 1930er Jahren verringerte sich die Zahl der nicht-
niederländischen Arbeiter, die auf die Abkommen zurückgriffen, wenn sie in den
Niederlanden arbeiteten, drastisch. Der Artikel analysiert die transnationalen
Bündnisse und untersucht verschiedene Ursache ihres Niedergangs. Er gelangt zu
dem Ergebnis, dass die formelle Regulierung ausländischer Arbeitskräfte durch die
niederländische Regierung die Zahl potenzieller ausländischer Fondsmitglieder
erheblich reduzierte, während die staatliche Intervention in die Erwerbslo-
senversicherung in anderen Ländern (und insbesondere in Deutschland) die trans-
nationalen Abkommen de facto nichtig werden ließ.

Übersetzung: Max Henninger
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Marcel Hoogenboom. El seguro de desempleo transnacional: inclusión y exclusión
de trabajadores extranjeros en los fondos de seguro de desempleo de los sindicatos en
los Paı́ses Bajos (aprox. 1900–1940).

Como muchos otros de sus homólogos europeos, los sindicatos holandeses insti-
tuyeron fondos mutualizados de seguro de desempleo para sus afiliados a
comienzos del siglo XX. En aquel momento las empresas aseguradoras cerraron
acuerdos con diferentes sindicatos en varios paı́ses de Europa en los que se esti-
pulaba el reconocimiento mutuo de las pólizas suscritas por ellos, permitiendo a los
afiliados trabajar en los Paı́ses Bajos son perder los beneficios de subsidio acu-
mulados en sus paı́ses de origen y viceversa. Si hasta la década de 1930 algunas de
las alianzas existentes entre los fondos holandeses y los de otros paı́ses fueron
prósperas, a partir de este momento el número de trabajadores no holandeses que
usaron los convenios cuando se trasladaron a los Paı́ses Bajos decreció de una
forma drástica. El presente artı́culo analiza las alianzas transnacionales y explora las
causas diversas que pueden explicar este descenso. Se concluye que durante los
años 30 la regulación formal del trabajo extranjero implementada por el gobierno
holandés redujo de forma sustancial el número de miembros de origen extranjero
que potencialmente pudieran asociarse a estos fondos, mientras las interferencias
gubernamentales en los seguros de desempleo en el extranjero (de forma especial en
Alemania) convirtieron de facto los convenios transnacionales en algo nulo.

Traducción: Vicent Sanz Rozalén
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